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ABSTRACT

In order for constriction actions (gestures) produced by
vocal tract articulators to function as phonological
primitives, they must be discrete. Two potential sources of
discreteness are proposed here: the distinct organs of the
oro-facial anatomy that can produce vocal tract
constrictions and the differentiation of a given constricting
organ’s behavior into distinct actions through mutual
attunement among the members of a community. Organ
distinctions appear to be more fundamental in that they are
already respected at birth, while differentiation of organ
action requires experience and may differ from language
to language, as is shown in a new simulation presented
here. These differences are predicted to affect the course
of phonological development: systematic, adult-like
deployment of organs should precede differentiation of
organ action in children’s early words. Results of a new
study support this prediction.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental insight of phonology is that speech can
be decomposed into a small number of atomic units that
can recombine in different arrangements to form the words
of a language. The failure to find these discrete units in
measurements of the speech process led some to the view
that the phonological and physical descriptions of speech
are incommensurate [1]. Articulatory phonology [2,3,4]
has attempted to reconcile these descriptions by
hypothesizing that while the p roducts  of speech
production (articulator movements, airflow, acoustics) are
continuous and context-dependent, the act of speech
production itself can be decomposed into discrete,
dynamical units of action, or gestures. Because they are
discrete, gestures can function as units of contrast and
combination.  Because of their dynamical nature, they can
be linked in a principled way to the continuous physical
structure of speech.

If speech is indeed composed of discrete action units (and
this is by no means uncontroversial), it is important to ask
how such units arise (in the child and/or in the evolution
of language).  What is the basis for their discreteness?

2. VOCAL ORGANS

The vocal tract can be viewed as harboring a number of
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endent constricting devices, or organs: lips, tongue
ngue body, tongue root, velum, and larynx. They are
endent (even though mechanically coupled) in the
that a constriction can be formed by one of them,

ut necessarily causing a constriction in any of the
[5]. A gesture is hypothesized to be a constriction
 of one of these organs [6], and thus, gestures of

ct organs embody a discrete difference. A lip gesture
tongue tip gesture is a discrete difference because
nt body parts act to constrict the vocal tract.

 the ability of the constricting organs to act
endently is a necessary condition for them to
on as combinatoric atoms, it is not sufficient to
in why body part differences count as discrete,
tially informational differences. What leads us to
ur body parts as distinct objects?

artitioning of the oro-facial system into functionally
atomically distinct organs is apparently a very basic

f  human biology.  Evidence for this can be found in
search on facial mimicry in infancy. Meltzoff &

e [7,8] have shown that even human neonates are
le of facial mimicry—remarkably so, as infants
t see their own faces, nor feel proprioception from
odel’s face.  What it means for infants to mimic
 displays (as described in [8]), is that they move the
organ as the model (e.g., lips, tongue) and position it
 same relation to the rest of the body. In fact, they
ot succeed in positioning the organ correctly on their
ttempt, but they appear to always move the right

.

off & Moore propose a model of facial mimicry in
 an infant is able to innately identify her own organs
she feels) with the organs of the model (that she
 within a common representational framework. If
nnate ability extends to the speech organs (which
p, in part, with the facial organs investigated in the
ry experiments) then this provides a firm basis for
ct that actions of distinct speech organs count as
te differences. In addition, the ability to identify
own organs with those of the “other” is exactly what
 be required to use discrete organs as the basis for a
unication system. Based on these considerations,
ert-Kennedy has argued that the “particulation” of
ocal tract could be the evolutionary source of
teness in language [9, 10].

 cautions do need to be considered in extending the
ff & Moore organ model to the speech organs. First,



most of the information about the behavior of speech
organs (during speech) comes through the auditory system
rather than the visual system (all of the information about
some speech organs, e.g., the velum and the glottis, must
come that way). Thus, if the extension holds, it would
predict that infants could mimic the motions of organs for
which they receive auditory rather than visual information.
For example, an infant should produce some movement of
the lips if she hears a model perform a nonspeech action of
the lips that produces a sound, e.g., a raspberry. The fact
that infants can integrate audio and visual information
about speech [11], suggests that they may well be able to
do this.

Second, some of the distinct speech organs may not be
differentiated in early infancy, for example, the tongue tip
vs. tongue body. It would be difficult to evaluate the claim
that they are distinct organs at that time, as it is not clear
that a very young infant could move the tongue tip
independently of the tongue body, even if she “knew” it
was as distinct organ. So there may be differences among
organs in their developmental course.

Of course, not all contrasting gestures employ distinct
organs. Words like “tick,” “sick,” and “thick” all begin
with gestures of the tongue tip organ.  Nonetheless there is
some evidence that between-organ contrasts are primary
within the phonologies of languages.  Between-organ
consonant contrasts employing lips, tongue tip, tongue
body, and velum organs are close to universal [12], while
several within-organ contrasts (e.g., /t/-/T/) are quite rare.
Evidence from phonological alternations also supports this
view. Features corresponding to organ contrasts (Place,
Nasal, Larynx) are near the top of feature geometry
hierarchies, designed to capture the behavior of features in
alternations [13].

While between-organ contrasts may be primary, within-
organ contrasts do exist, and they can by described as
contrast in the values of the constriction goals, for
example the location and degree of  the constriction.
Going back to the model of Meltzoff & Moore, these are
differences in organ relation. However, parameters like
degree and location of constriction are continua.  How are
these continua partitioned into discrete regions that can
serve as goals for contrasting gestures?

3. WITHIN-ORGAN ATTUNEMENT

When gestures are used as part of a communication
system, there must be agreement among the members of
the speech community as to what the gestures are. Since
every member has the same organs and an innate ability to
recognize the identity of those organs in the self and
others, this agreement is guaranteed in the case of the
organ employed for a given gesture.  As regards the values
of the gesture’s constriction goals, agreement must come
from elsewhere. The members of the community must
attune their constriction actions to one another’s. In
previous work it has been shown [4], that under certain
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tions, this process of attunement can also
atically partition a constriction continuum into

te, potentially contrasting intervals.

ttunement process has been modeled as a “game” in
 two computational agents interact ([14], cf. related
in [15]). At the onset of the game, each agent has an
 probability of producing all of the values along a
iction continuum (e.g., constriction degree, CD).  On
rial of the game, both agents produce some value of
t random, weighted by the current probabilities
ated with each value (e.g., P(CDi)). Each agent then
ers the partner’s production, and compares the
ced value to the recovered one. If they match, then
i) is incremented.

 certain recovery conditions, it has been shown that
gents will partition the continuum into distinct
s or modes. These conditions include (1,2) below:

covery is assumed to be noisy, so a range of values
her side of the produced value is recovered.

he mapping from constriction value to acoustic
eter is assumed to be a nonlinear step function, like
en in Fig.1 (after Stevems[16]).
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e 1. Nonlinear relation of constriction value to
tic output (ordinate) used in agent simulations.

 these conditions are satisfied, attunement partitions
D values into intervals corresponding to the stable
s in Fig.1, e.g., stops and fricatives.

ver, we know that not all constriction continua are
iated with a step-like mapping like that in Fig. 1.
riction location (CL) of tongue tip gestures (e.g.,
l vs. alveolar stops in Australian languages) or of
e body gestures (velar vs. uvular stops) could be
xamples.

e compare how partitioning a continuum into
sting modes could be achieved both with and

ut a step function mapping, the following attunement
ation was undertaken. Each of two computational
 produced a pair of different gestures (A and B). For



each gesture, the value of the constriction parameter was
chosen at random from a sequence of 50 intervals,
weighted by the probability associated with producing that
interval (probabilities were all equal at the outset).  Each
agent then compared the value it produced for gesture A
with the recovered version of the partner’s production of
gesture A, and if they matched, two things occurred: the
probability of producing that constriction value for A was
incremented (rewarded), and the probability of producing
that same value for gesture B was decreased (punished).
This coupling of A and B was designed to simulate the
idea that the agents are attempting to produce A and B
“differently”  (contrastively). In fact, not only was the
matched value of A punished for gesture B, but also any
nearby values that could be recovered as that value. Two
different maps relating constriction value to (simulated)
acoustic value were employed: the nonlinear step function
in Fig. 1 and a linear function with slope 1 (which is also
the slope in the “stable” regions of Fig. 1). Acoustic noise
was set at 4 units, so a given produced constriction value
would match any of the partner’s productions whose
acoustic output was within 4 acoustic units of the
produced value. The simulation was repeated 100 times,
representing the self-organization of 100 different
“languages.”

Results showed that for both linear and nonlinear maps,
the agents converged in producing a pair of contrasting
values of the constriction parameter. The difference
between the maps was in the uniformity of the converged
state across the 100 “languages.” For the linear map,
gesture pairs were evenly distributed over the 50 posssible
constriction values. There was no preference for particular
pairings (apart from the fact the nature of the
“punishment” meant the pair of gestures had to be at least
8 units apart). For the nonlinear map, 77% of the
languages contrasted values from the two different stable
regions of the map. These results appear to correspond
well to the cross-linguistic differences in CD and CL.
While most languages have contrasts between stops and
fricatives, or fricatives and glides, the exact nature of CL
contrasts appears to be quite variable [17], as is the value
of these parameters in languages in which they do not
contrast [18]. Attunement under different articulatory-
acoustic conditions can account for these differences.

4. PHONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

The hypothesis that the source of discreteness is different
for between- vs. within-organ contrasts makes predictions
about the course of phonological development. Since
neonates can already identify oro-facial organs, we would
expect between-organ contrasts to emerge quite early in
development. Within-organ contrasts require attunement to
the language environment and thus should take longer to
emerge. Reanalyses of some existing data from individual
babies has provided some support for this prediction [19].

To test this hypothesis more systematically, recordings of
six American English-learning infants collected by
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1 Wor
tein-Ratner [20] and available in the CHILDES
ase [21] below were analyzed1. The recordings of
parent interactions took place in an environment
he same set of play objects, so that the target words
e infant productions could often be inferred fairly
biguously from context and were the same from
 to infant. Ages at the time of the recording ranged
:1 to 1:9.

s’ words for which adult targets could be inferred
extracted, randomized, and presented to a panel of
steners who transcribed the English consonant that
eard at the beginning of each word. A total of 174
 were transcribed.

criptions were compared to the adult targets, and
 were analyzed. The percentage of errors sharing
s gestural properties was calculated, for example the
er of errors sharing the correct oral constricting
 (lips, tongue tip, tongue body). To provide a chance
ne for significance testing, the transcriptions and the
forms were re-paired randomly 100 times. The

er of times out of these 100 that the sharing
tage was as high as that in the correctly paired data
n as significance measure.

 1 shows the results pooled over the six infants.
n 1 gives the percentage of errors that shared the
ted gestural property; column 2, the average

ntage of errors that shared the property in the
mized data; column 3, the number of randomizations
ng a percentage as high as the data, and column 4,
mber of infant words analyzed

1 2 3 4

onstrictor 49.93 32.91 0 161
80.34 78.49 7 174
63.45 48.55 0 174

iction Degree 55.25 60.66 99 174

1. Results of analysis of errors on initial consonants
nts’ words. (See text).

indicate that infants employ the correct oral
icting organ at the beginning of words. Separate
es of  the individual infants were all significant. For
lum and glottis organs, infants tended to match their
 also, but not as completely as the oral constriction
s. The overall results for the velum were not quite
icant, and individual infants varied as to whether
howed significance or not. In contrast to the results
e organs, the infants did not show any tendency to
 the constriction degree, did not show any tendency
tch the constriction degree of the adult form (coded
p, fricative, glide). One of the six infants did show a
icant tendency to share CD, but she contributed a
f only 8 usable utterances.

                                                   
k in collaboration with Jacob Taylor



These results support the organ hypothesis. From infants’
the earliest words, they are using distinct organs in much
the same way adults do.  However, the process of
attunement has not yet proceeded to the point where
constriction degree is distinguished systematically.

It is possible to see organ-related developmental
differences in speech perception as well. The classic
experiments (e.g.,[22]) showing decline in discriminability
for non-native contrasts at around 10 months of age
employed within-organ contrasts (dental vs. retroflex
coronals; velar vs. uvular dorsals). Recent work [23]
suggests that the ability to discriminate between-organ
contrasts may not decline in the same way. Indeed, we
may retain into adulthood our fundamental ability to
perceive as distinct the actions of the distinct body organs.
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